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Resilience Trends & Developments
Organizational resilience has reemerged atop the board agenda following a high-impact, high-likelihood event for which few
had prepared. Given the waves of disruption ahead, resilience needs to be an organizational priority every day, not just in
times of crisis.
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Ensure adequate level of resources in all 3 lines of defense as well as Board level including the role of “Chief
Resilience Officer”.

Reimagine enterprise resilience by putting “trust by design” at the center.
Embark on a trusted transformation anchored by three drivers that put humans at the center, deploy technology at
speed and innovation at scale underpinned by robust risk management framework.
Sustain resilience through actionable insight and assurance by using “trusted intelligence” which connects all risk
data across risk categories and eliminates silos.
Using the cloud wave and ensure that the supply chain(s) are resilient.
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Operational Resilience Regulatory Developments
• Heightened expectations relevant to governing and overseeing operational resilience
•

US – Interagency Paper

•

UK – Consultation Paper

• Clear link between operational risk management
and operational resilience as an outcome

• Board level accountability, understanding, and ownership of resilience (SMF24)

• Resilience is capabilities focused and all three lines
of defense should be involved in design of integrated
resilience capabilities for business services

• Embedding management of resilience related risks into existing RMF

• Looks for a ‘tolerance for disruption’ to critical
business services
• Promotes alignment with Recovery & Resolution
Planning
• Highlights importance of 3rd party resilience

•

• Please see next page

• Focus on end-to-end Important Business Services which could cause harm
• Set impact tolerances for important business services to articulate Board /
firm’s upper limit

Digital Operational
Resilience

• Reporting and metrics to monitor and measure effectiveness of resilience
capabilities
• Introduction of concept of “harm to consumers and other market participants”
as part of impact assessment
• Link to OpRisk, BCM & TPRM/outsourcing management

• Link existing resilience capabilities
and testing
• Enhance third party resilience and
minimize key ICT dependency risks

Common themes across regulatory agenda
 Board level governance and senior management accountability for operational resilience decision making
 Resilience as an outcome of good risk management with a business service external impact lens
 Link to other resilience disciplines such as Third Party Risk Management (TPRM), cyber and recovery and resolution planning
 Robust metrics and reporting to enable decision-making and oversight
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BCBS Principles for Operational Resilience
THE 7 OPERATIONAL RESILIENCE PRINCIPLES
7
►

1► Governance structures should include Operational Resilience aspects.
The Board of Directors is expected to play an active role by reviewing
and approving the organization’s Operational Resilience approach,
considering the Bank’s overall risk strategy.

Banks should define a holistic ICT* policy, incl.
cyber and information security, clear governance
and oversight requirements, risk ownership,
accountability, dependencies on critical IT assets
and infrastructure must be identified as well
definition of cyber security measures.

2 Operatio-nal
Risk Mgt
7

►
6

6

ICT* incl.
Cyber
Security

1

Banks should implement response and recovery
plans to manage incidents. The plans should be
periodically reviewed, tested and updated.

5► Relevant third parties must define appropriate
6
Operational Resilience measures ensuring the
delivery of critical services during plausible scenarios
and in the event of disruption. The relationships with
third parties and other Group entities should be
formalized through written agreements.

►
2

Business
Continuity
3 Planning and
Testing

GovernanceS
tructures

3
►

Mapping
4 Interdependencies

Incident
Mgt
5

Third Party
Risk Mgt
(TPRM)

* ICT: Information and Communication Technology
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The Operational Risk Mgt. function should work
alongside other relevant functions for Operational
Resilience purposes, incl. appropriate coordination with
business continuity planning, third-party dependency
management and recovery & resolution planning.
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Banks should have business continuity plans in place,
which must be validated as part of BCM tests. The
plans should clearly establish the roles and
responsibilities for managing disruptions and support
regular Operational Resilience awareness (training
etc.).

4► Once the critical operations have been identified,
Banks should map the relevant internal and external
interdependencies, i.e. between Group entities and
third parties
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